
Committee: Cycling Advisory Committee 
 
Organization/Sector represented: Member-at-Large 
 
Name: Jason Jordan 
Address: 
   60 Blackfriars St 
   Apt Front 
    
 
Occupation: Currently unemployed  
Work experience: My work experiences is broad; from doing temp in factories to office 
clerk jobs, and many between. From my experiences, I learned about the vast amount of 
industries and culture here in London. 
Education: Studied Urban Design at Fanshawe College with an interest in Active 
Transportation, and been trained at a Can-Bike Instructor.  
Skills: I been cycling since I was a child. Lucky, I live in communities that was easy to cycle 
in. I cycle as a commuter, recreation and for shopping. Recently became a Can-bike 
Instructor and taught a few courses. Been involved in promoting cycling in London for 
over 15 years. Attended the past Bicycle Advisory Committee meeting as a general public 
(not a member). Attending city's public meetings promoting cycling. Been involved as a 
public, with Smart Moves and ReThink London.  
 
Interest reason: I want to assist to make London, a better city to cycle in. Cycling and Active 
Transportation in a true passion on mine. There will be need for private automobiles, still 
that number can be reduced. London is know for it's Health industries, London should be 
also know to be promoting a healthily lifestyle.  
Contributions: I maybe cycle above the average cyclist; I still understand the challenges to 
the beginners to be able to cycle more. Feel like I can keep to a balance; what could be 
possible in the future and possible now. Well finding ways to get beginners and non-cyclist, 
more comfortable with cycling.  
Past contributions: Was a Member-at-Large on the Board of Directors of Ontario Trails 
Council in 1999-2001, working on signage standards and mapping the trails in Ontario.  
Interpersonal: I served on many committee, attended many public meeting and other social 
information exchanging meetings etc. Pints and Politics, Green Drinks, TREA meetings, 
and others. Just because, I many not agree with some people thoughts; that does not make 
it wrong. There is many ways to be seeing the world.  
 
Interview interest: Yes 

 


